Are you stuck with your pottery research? Do you need a new way to kiln your time?

DROP YOUR SHERDS, SEIZE THE CLAY AND JOIN OUR GROUP!

Our group is formed by PhD students from BerGSAS working on different kinds of ceramic objects in archaeology, who felt the need to create an informal forum where we can discuss methodological issues and current trends in pottery studies. The idea is not only to connect early-stage career researchers, B.A. and M.A. students of the Freie Univeristät Berlin and of the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin to each other, but also specialists, academics and non-academics, working on pottery in archaeology at different institutions both within and outside Berlin.

Beside methodology and theory, we believe that a fundamental part for a successful study of archaeological pottery is the acquisition of the practical know-how related to pottery production. Therefore, we are also organising experimental archaeology workshops where you can get first-hand experience of clay preparation, vessel forming and firing techniques, so to fully understand this class of material both from a technological and from an anthropological point of view.

EVERY LAST THURSDAY OF THE MONTH, 5:30–7:00 PM
Freie Universität Berlin
Hittorfstr. 18, 14195 Berlin
AND ONLINE VIA WEBEX (HYBRID FORMAT)

CONTACT
Mette Bangsborg Thuesen
Andrea Valsecchi Gillmeister
pottery@berliner-antike-kolleg.org
www.berliner-antike-kolleg.org/pottery